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Was Tim Farron a secularist?
Posted: Thu, 15 Jun 2017 by Terry Sanderson
Tim Farron was a classic secularist, but found himself unable to reconcile his personal faith and
his party's socially liberal positions and made his own choice, argues Terry Sanderson.
So, does the former Lib Dem leader Tim Farron now join the ranks of the... Read More »
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What happens next? Some thoughts on the election and the
challenges to come
Posted: Fri, 09 Jun 2017 by National Secular Society
The dust is beginning to settle. Whether you're delighted, dismayed or just surprised by last night's
results there are challenges and opportunities to come.
Whatever your party political views, there are principles that we can all support: the triumph of
secular... Read More »
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What do the main parties have to say on secular issues?
Posted: Thu, 18 May 2017 by National Secular Society
The Conservative, Labour and Liberal Democrat parties have all released their manifestos for the
General Election. Read our analysis of what they say on issues from equality to human rights,
Islamist extremism and education.
We'll continue to update this article... Read More »
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CofE talks to the electorate, but is anyone listening?
Posted: Mon, 08 May 2017 by Terry Sanderson
Religious leaders are free to speak out on politics, but they shouldn't expect their views to be given
any special weight, and politicians shouldn't assume that clerics speak for anyone but themselves,

argues Terry Sanderson.
The Church of England has published... Read More »
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As a nation we’re thinking about our future, here’s our
secular manifesto for change
Posted: Thu, 27 Apr 2017 by National Secular Society
Ahead of the General Election we're calling on political parties to embrace a series of secular
reforms, drawn from our recently published secular manifesto, that make society, our education
system, and the law fairer for all.
As electioneering gets into full... Read More »
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